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• In our last chapter we saw Paul give his defense 
before the Jewish Council.

•When that caused an uproar, the Roman tribune 
decided to keep him in protective custody.

• Then a plot was hatched to kill Paul.

• To protect Paul, the tribune sent him to the governor’s 
seaside headquarters in Caesarea.
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• This chapter shows us Paul before the governor in an 
initial legal procedure.

•A certain orator, Tertullus, is there to represent the 
Jewish leaders and make their case against Paul.

•Paul will then be allowed to respond.
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•Acts 24:14-16 (ESV)
14 But this I confess to you, that according to the Way, 
which they call a sect, I worship the God of our fathers, 
believing everything laid down by the Law and written 
in the Prophets, 15 having a hope in God, which these 
men themselves accept, that there will be a 
resurrection of both the just and the unjust. 16 So I 
always take pains to have a clear conscience toward 
both God and man.
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1. Tertullus Makes His Case        24:1-9

2. Paul Responds to Felix           24:10-21

3. Felix Decides to Hold Paul     24:22-27
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•24:1 the high priest Ananias … and a spokesman, 
one Tertullus

• Just as we might hire an attorney, the Jewish leaders 
hired Tertullus.

•He may or may not have been Jewish himself.
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•24:2-4 through you we enjoy much peace … 
foresight … reforms … gratitude … your kindness

• This is nothing but flattery.

• The truth is under Felix there were numerous 
uprisings from the side of the Jews.

•He squashed these rebellions with such cruelty that it 
caused most everyone to hate him.
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• The Bible condemns flattery, which is excessive or 
insincere praise.

•Romans 16:18 (ESV)

For such persons do not serve our Lord Christ, but their 
own appetites, and by smooth talk and flattery they 
deceive the hearts of the naive.
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•Psalm 12:1-3 (ESV)

Save, O LORD, for the godly one is gone;
for the faithful have vanished from among the 

children of man.
2 Everyone utters lies to his neighbor;

with flattering lips and a double heart they speak.
3 May the LORD cut off all flattering lips,

the tongue that makes great boasts,
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•24:5-9 The accusations against Paul amount to:

1. He stirs up riots (v.5)  
• It is Felix’s business to guarantee the peace. 

2. He is a ringleader of the sect of the Nazarenes (v.5)
•Certainly a Christian leader, but is that a problem?

3. He tried to profane the temple (v.6)
• This is simply false, but would be punishable.
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Significantly, the same man who 
found it so easy to flatter also found 
it easy to accuse with no evidence. 
The two almost always go together; 
the person who flatters today will 
likely tomorrow accuse without 
evidence.

– David Guzik, Enduring Word 
Bible Commentary
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• False accusations and false praise are two different 
sides of the same coin.

• They are related forms of dishonesty, intended to give 
the dishonest person an advantage over someone.
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•24:10 Paul’s introduction is honest.

• Felix has been a judge in Judea for many years, so Paul 
is simply stating a fact.  

•And it would make him familiar with local issues, 
which would give Paul confidence.

• The truth was on Paul’s side.
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•24:11-21 Now Paul refutes the charges.

1. He only came to Jerusalem twelve days ago.

•He didn’t have enough time to start a serious rebellion 
or uprising – even if he wanted to do so.

• Further, he brought alms and presented offerings.

•He was in that city to worship at the temple like so 
many other Jews and that’s where they found him.
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•24:11-21 Now Paul refutes the charges.

2. He does in fact practice his traditional religion 
according to “the Way, which they call a sect.”

•Paul claims to have historic, biblical Judaism on his 
side – believing “the Law and the Prophets.”

• This is massively significant for us and something we 
will come back to in a moment.
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•24:11-21 Now Paul refutes the charges.
3. The accusation of profaning the temple was 

something hurled at Paul by certain Jews from Asia.
• See Acts 21:27-29.
• It was completely false, and had an effect like shouting 

“Fire!” in a crowded movie theater.
• They were the ones that actually caused a small riot, 

which may explain why they were no-shows now.
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• There is really nothing here for Felix to work with.

• It was not a crime to be a Christian, which was one 
more sect of Judaism to the governor.

• Felix could hardly settle a dispute between Pharisees, 
Sadducees, Zealots and other kinds of Jews.

• Further, Paul was a Roman citizen, who deserved a fair 
trial from Felix and protection from false charges.
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•Once again our key verses, Acts 24:14-16 (ESV)
14 But this I confess to you, that according to the Way, 
which they call a sect, I worship the God of our fathers, 
believing everything laid down by the Law and written 
in the Prophets, 15 having a hope in God, which these 
men themselves accept, that there will be a 
resurrection of both the just and the unjust. 16 So I 
always take pains to have a clear conscience toward 
both God and man.
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•Acts 24:14-16 (ESV)
14 But this I confess to you, that according to the Way, 
which they call a sect, I worship the God of our fathers, 
believing everything laid down by the Law and written 
in the Prophets, 15 having a hope in God, which these 
men themselves accept, that there will be a 
resurrection of both the just and the unjust. 16 So I 
always take pains to have a clear conscience toward 
both God and man.
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•We have to stick to the historic Christian faith.

•Paul was able to link his faith to the beliefs and 
practices of ancient Judaism.

•He believed the Scriptures and tried to keep a clear 
conscience before God and other people.

• Similarly, we need to connect our faith to the ancient 
beliefs and practices of Paul and the early church.
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•When it comes to our Christianity, we are not like the 
people of Athens.

•Acts 17:21 (ESV)

Now all the Athenians and the foreigners who lived 
there would spend their time in nothing except telling 
or hearing something new.
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• The story of Thomas Oden is helpful here.

•He began his career as a progressive Bible scholar 
earning both his MA and PhD from Yale.

•He became a tenured professor with an international 
reputation at a progressive Methodist seminary.

•He later became a firm believer in and teacher of the 
historic Christian faith using ancient Christian sources.
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In the season of Epiphany 1971 I had a curious 
dream in which I was in the New Haven 
cemetery and accidentally stumbled upon my 
own tombstone with this puzzling epitaph: “He 
made no new contribution to theology.” I woke 
up refreshed and relieved. I was uplifted to see 
such an … 

– Thomas Oden (1931 – 2016), A Change of 
Heart: A Personal and Theological Memoir
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… unexpected epitaph prefigured in a dream.  
That striking image signaled to me that I no 
longer had to produce something new in 
theology in order to find a reliable foothold in 
theological discourse. It took no small effort 
to resist the constant temptation to novelty.

– Thomas Oden (1931 – 2016), A Change of 
Heart: A Personal and Theological Memoir
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•We are surrounded by pressures, both cultural and 
religious, to find a new kind of Christianity.

•A certain author once even wrote a series of books 
encouraging us to become A New Kind of Christian.

•Please do not fall for this old form of lie.
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•A church need not look very traditional.

• Still we must read and believe the same old Bible.

• This ties us back, like Paul, to the Law, the Prophets 
and the very teaching of the apostles.

•We practice the same old faith and adhere to the 
same old doctrines as the early Christian church.
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I think it’s time for another reformation. 
Not a reformation that progresses 
beyond historic Christianity. Not one 
that looks down on these early believers 
as less enlightened and more primitive 
in their understanding of God, but one 
that rediscovers the very definition of 
Christianity.

– Alisa Childers, in Another Gospel? 
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•24:24-25  Paul emphasizes things that should matter 
to Felix and Drusilla (who was from the Herod family).  

1. Righteousness

2. Self-control

3. Coming judgment

•Of course that is only if they were inclined to think 
about spiritual things.
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• From a purely earthly perspective, Felix is in a heads-I-
win, tails-you-lose position.

•Paul seems to be a potentially wealthy citizen with 
many friends.

• If he can come up with a large enough sum of money, 
Felix might be persuaded to let Paul go.

• If he doesn’t, then Felix gets to do the Jews a favor.
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The rich and powerful are often 
controlled by an insatiable greed, 
and they usually find convenient 
ways to express this.

– Ajith Fernando, 
Youth for Christ, Sri Lanka



3. Felix Decides to Hold Paul  Acts 24:22-27

• Felix has the kind of problem many people do.

• The Christian faith confronts us with our sin and our 
need for a Savior.

• Someone as rich and powerful as Felix might not want 
to change anything or give anything up.

•We who are not rich and powerful may feel the same.
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1. Tertullus Makes His Case     24:1-9

2. Paul Responds to Felix        24:10-21

3. Felix Decides to Hold Paul     24:22-27
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•Acts 24:14-16 (ESV)
14 But this I confess to you, that according to the Way, 
which they call a sect, I worship the God of our fathers, 
believing everything laid down by the Law and written 
in the Prophets, 15 having a hope in God, which these 
men themselves accept, that there will be a 
resurrection of both the just and the unjust. 16 So I 
always take pains to have a clear conscience toward 
both God and man.
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1. We need to avoid two related forms of dishonesty: 
flattery and false accusation.

2. Both can be used to gain an advantage over others, 
but we should be content with the truth.

3. Paul tied his Christian faith back to the most 
traditional, biblical Judaism.
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4. In the same way, we should keep our faith tied to 
historic Christianity – not to something new.

5. Finally, beware of all forms of greed, which can lead 
us to love this world more than we love Jesus.
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•Heavenly Father,

•We give you thanks for the examples we see in these 
stories from the book of Acts.  Some of them are 
positive while some of them are not.

•As we think of the difference between Paul and 
Tertullus, help us to deal with people honestly.  Help 
us to avoid both flattery and false accusations, both of 
which might give us an advantage.
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•Remind us also to stick with the historic Christian 
faith. We do not want to fall for anything that presents 
itself as a new kind of Christianity, something eager to 
adapt to the spirit of this age.
•And finally keep us from all sorts of greed.  Let us be 

content with all that you generously provide for us.
• In Christ,
•Amen
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